Koans for the western mind!
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These are lessons written by no6ody on how to deal with the software in your jellyware. In order to get you to glance at them,
I'll tell you that you probably don't need them; that you're so much smarter than the average human because you still read.
"I have learnt silence from the talkative, toleration from the intolerant, and kindness from the unkind; yet strange, I am
ungrateful to these teachers." Kahlil Gibran
Each block of text is supposed to stand alone. I hope you find wisdom in these writings.

"SIMPLY ASSISTING GOD"
"I am a humble artist
moulding my earthly clod,
adding my labour to nature's,
simply assisting God.
Not that my effort is needed;
yet somehow, I understand,
my maker has willed it that I too should have
unmoulded clay in my hand."
Piet Hein
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Buddists often refer to 'monkeymind,' which refers to the thought processes found in an untrained human. Westerners often
have a low opinion of monkeys and do not like the term. Since the beginnings of wisdom can be found in calling things by their
right names, let us consider what it is we might rename.
My mind often needs commands like the following:
Hey! Get out of the [mental] trash, and stick to this job! No, it is not time to eat, stay on task! Those memories aren't helping,
be here now! Don't chew on the past, be in the present! Stop seeking what you can not have, and be content with what you do
have! Stop trying to fv(k everyone in sight, you have work to do!
Perhaps I have a 'puppymind.'
I have learned to write down thoughts as they occur to me. Even a delay of ten seconds shortens or eliminates what I would
write. I have learned to compensate for my lack of retention.
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Tolkien wrote this of Saruman in The Two Towers: "Another voice spoke, low and melodious, its very sound an enchantment.
Those who listened unwarily to that voice could seldom report the words that they heard; and if they did, they wondered, for
little power remained in them. Mostly they remembered only that it was a delight to hear the voice speaking, all that it said
seemed wise and reasonable, and the desire awoke in them by swift agreement to seem wise themselves." Is there a
corporation today that would not instantly try to hire Saruman?

"Do not do to others what angers you if done to you by others." Socrates "Never return evil for evil" Socrates (born about
500 years before there were any Christians) "Ye shall not do evil for evil nor return hate for hate." Buddha (born before
Socrates)

"I have only three enemies. My favorite enemy, the one most easily influenced for the better, is the British Empire. My
second enemy, the Indian people, is far more difficult. But my most formidable opponent is a man named Mohandas K. Gandhi.
With him I seem to have very little influence." Mohandas K. Gandhi

"A human being is a part of the whole called by us 'the universe,' a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, is
thoughts and feelings, as something separate from the rest-a kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a
kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and affection for a few persons nearest us. Our task must be to free
ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of understanding and compassion to embrace all living creatures and the
whole of nature in its beauty." Albert Einstein

Once upon a time, there was a Nigerian trickster god called Eshu who made a hat that was red on one side and blue on the
other. The god wore the hat and walked down a village's main street. In the discussion that followed, the villagers began to
argue what color hat the god had worn. Later on they also began to argue whether only good people could see the god's red
hat or if holy people preferred blue, and whether there were extra-holy footprints in the countryside. Nobody guessed the god's
hat was red on one side and blue on the other.
After everyone had gone to bed, the god coughed politely and walked down the street once more but in the opposite
direction (I think gods are self-illuminating). The late-night discussion that followed was just as complex but less heated. Many
apologized for doubting their fellows and many insisted their neighbor across the street was correct the whole time, even if the
neighbor now denies knowing the truth. Many resolved to search the surrounding lands in the morning for additional signs and
portents. Before everyone goes back to bed, the god reappears and turned his head this way and that way so all could see the
true nature of the hat. Everyone laughs, and goes back to bed after the god leaves. The end.

An ancient thought about Zen:
"Those who know do not speak; those who speak do not know."

I was one of 'those' kids.
I wanted to be free, but I could not see my chains.
Now I can feel them. They resist most when I go this way, the way to unique, novel, and my dreams.
(Awaken.)
I can hear something else, too, probably the result of do-it-yourself brainsurgery. But if Socrates could hear a voice and be so
much the better for it, then...
(Even mad-man-made chains are forged from the ashes of an insanely distant supernova from too long ago to say and
lightyears away.)
Look at this leaf with a microscope! I exclaim while viewing a purple stripe on a trandescancia. But Joe average just watches
what's easy to watch.
Following these directions, I built a radio receiver! I say, but the Six-packs won't touch the earphone because it's gross.
(The entire earth is mostly such ashes and partly-fusion-burned elements, with primordial hydrogen thrown in.)
This way is better--a trained brain is a wonderful thing! I want one, too! Not me for three, my program is on.
(Most of the supernova is now dust in space. The planets were built from a very tiny fraction of this dust, and this smallish
planet is a dust-speck in a sunbeam.)
Wake up? Why immobilize yourself for hours? Yawn.
(Two billion times more energy flows past the earth, of that tiny fraction the earth gets, the clouds partly reflect. Forever lost
to photosynthetic organisms.)
Can you think at all?
(That's going to cause suffering. Try something else.)
Can you believe me? What evidence can I find that would convince you?
(Plants can chemically capture only a single-digit percentage of the sunlight that falls on their leaves.)
(Most of the living cells on this planet are bacterial...)
(and most of the water is salt.)
(Sometimes, one in a trillion is the best that you can do.)
Do you want to read a story? It's about a person who is repeatedly thwarted in most attempts to be useful. This hammeringdown caused an awakening of some sort of mental voice that reminds this person of things already known. The stories of
Socrates are the most valuable possession that this person has.
(That is a beginning.)
The beginning?
(I am Everyone. What you know is what I know, and if you keep learning all of us grow.)
That's...
(Your turn.)

Suppose you had a button and an electrode or two in your brain. When you pressed the button, it would give you a
harmless jolt of electricity in a part of your brain that caused you to feel wonderful. You'd know the feeling is fake and not tied to
anything that you needed in living a human life. How often would you allow yourself to use the button?
Now suppose the button causes a tiny amount of damage, something that is only apparent after thousands of jolts. Maybe
after many shocks you'd be an idiot or your hands might start to shake. Now you'd have to weigh the probable future damage
with the right-now electro-pleasure.
What if the jolt of electricity was harmless to your brain but might make you fat? The jolt of electricity could come from a
piece of cake--or another human being, rather than a button connected to a battery. All feelings originate in the brain.
Pleasurable feelings from delicious cake or someone's sexy body might be indistinguishable from a series of microvolt electric
pulses--or the synthetic feelings could be even more intense. Batteries can supply much more current than nerve endings
commonly do. Logically, the synthetic feelings are safer, as there is little risk of damaging the body or conceiving a child that
way. But there must be better ways to spend your time...
There are short-cuts through the brain that don't require electrodes. Most animals are 'hard-wired' to respond maternally to
big eyes and small muzzles, like a puppy's face. Cartoons can evoke the feeling of looking at a human baby, as can puppies
and kittens. Are there stimuli even more effective than human babies in evoking these instinctive feelings? There certainly are
in many many animals. Some birds will sit on huge fake eggs in preference to their own eggs. A television can hold a viewer's
attention for hours, reducing the viewer's metabolism below normal resting rates (that means doing nothing burns more
calories than watching TV). Something as insubstantial as future admiration is enough to enable less than heroic people to
attempt to destroy monsters. Aren't we hard-wired to admire people who do public good for no personal gain?

How to Ask Questions
I randomly pick a student's name out of this jar during class. The student will then be responsible for some educational task
like answering a question or making a statement. If you would wish not to participate in class for any reason, do not put your
name in the jar before class. Please do not put anyone's name in the jar other than your own, as I wish to reserve that privilege
for myself.
Today I'd like to play around a little with the scientific method. This is a plant called belladonna, or 'pretty lady' in Italian. It
isn't a pretty plant, as it looks like a runty tomato and it also happens to be poisonous. Another name is deadly nightshade.
People who knew this plant before they encountered a tomato thought it reasonable to guess that tomatoes were poisonous.
But where is the pretty lady? Long ago, it was a kind of fad for a lady to have dilated pupils. An extract from the seed of this
plant was placed in a lady's eye as it caused pupil dialation. I suppose it was known that big open pupils are a kind of ocular
complement. When I play poker and I see someone's pupils enlarge while looking over their cards, I won't bet against them.
So my proposal is this: I will put belladonna extract in one eye and see if this effect works. However, I would like you to help
design an appropriate experiment. I'll help you design the experiment, but be suspicious. It would appeal greatly to me to trick
my class.
First, define the problem, and find out what will affect the results.
The pupil constricts in bright light, and dilates in darkness. For example, I thought of positioning myself with light on only one
side of my face, so that the local darkness might get one pupil dilated. Perhaps the effect works only when the pupils are
constricted. Perhaps if one eye is turned farther from a light it will dilate more. A really good guess of your future results: Adding
belladonna extract to one of my eyes is related to the pupil in my other eye constricting. If others try it, they wind up with dilated
pupils. There is an obvious lesson here about an inadequate sample size and not trusting this professor who taught himself to
constrict his pupils at will. Maybe you would have caught me with fake belladonna extract if you had bothered to do the science
properly.
So here are two new experiments: Can you teach yourself how to constrict the pupil of your eyes? And if I could learn to
dilate my pupils, will it help me get lucky?

If a group of students decide to take copious notes and look extra attentive when a professor is on one side of the
classroom, the professor may unconsciously give entire lectures from that side after a time. This is an example of what
behaviorists call positive reinforcement, which leads to repeats of the rewarded behavior. (If the students looked threatening
and brandished weapons when the professor strayed out of the targeted side of the classroom, that would be 'negative
reinforcement,' which should not be used to train professors--they will catch on quickly. Positive reinforcement can be much
more subtle.)
This is the story of your life. As surely as a class of students can often influence a suspicious psych prof to teach from one
side of the classroom, human behavior is also altered by experience. Learning to ride a bicycle is through 'trial and error;'
falling off of the machine is a potent negative reinforcement, and gliding down the street is the sought-after reward. Everything
you have ever learned is shaped by such reinforcement. If it is possible to 'train' professors who are quite familiar with
behavioristic techniques, then these same techniques can surely work on the ignorant and/or inattentive. A slightly bored
human watching TV is probably quite easy to manipulate by those who write 'programs' for TV broadcasting.

The theory that everything is made of four or five elements is probably the most successful theory ever invented, as people
have believed in its various forms for more than two thousand years. Why?
A theory can have the 'ring of truth' when it 'explains' facts a person already knows. 2500 yrs ago, a Greek named
Empedocles had Love and Strife mixing and modifying the four elements. But any proto-chemist of the time could tell you that
the four ways to change things are to dry it out, to wet it, add heat to it, or to chill it. Dryness is obviously produced by fire, and
fire needs dried plant remains from the earth or it dies, so fire plus earth must cause dryness. Wetness must be water and
earth--mud feels wet and can even flow like water. Fire produces hot air, which can be used to heat objects, and coldness
seems like a combination of air and water (fog is cooling, as is being outside in the rain). Fire and water are opposites, as are
earth and air, so they don't interact. A square with the four corners labeled with earth, air, fire, and water can also have the
sides labeled with drying, cooling, heating, and wetting, all in appropriate 'logical' places. Surely, since this is a beautiful,
elegant theory, it must be 'true.'
Scientists have learned that the best theories are the ones that are testable by predicting the outcome of novel events.
Empedocle's theory may seem to explain many things until one tries using it to predict the future.

"The hopes of the educated are better than the riches of the ignorant." Democritus
How do you know if you are educated? Does education allow you to tell the difference between information and
propaganda? Is it then reasonable to wish for all the education that a person can get?

If I show you a picture of myself as a baby, you might be tempted to think that the baby and I are the same person, which is
not true. I am not a baby and cannot ever remember being one. I can remember a few things from when I was a child, but I am
not a child now. I am no longer a young adult any more than I am a baby. What happened to all these people who no longer
exist? Is life but a dream?
You must necessarily construct your self-image from memories--hopes, dreams, and other experiences that you remember.
Perhaps your memories are a bit faded or garbled, like mine. If your memory is as faulty as mine, perhaps your self-image is
constructed of things that never existed!

If I read a book by Alan Watts on the way of Zen and find wisdom there, I am not forced to be a Zen Buddhist.

I consider this tree as a friend. It produces delicious fruit. It never bothers me and never complains when I sit in its shade. If
it should drop a branch on me, I will know that the tree did not mean to do it, as trees do not think. I know it cannot think of me
when it produces fruit and the fruit will rot on its branches if it is not picked.
Perhaps the whole world was made just as the tree makes its fruit--without thinking.

The coffee tree puts caffeine and much else in coffee beans for reasons that have to do with coffee tree survival. Caffeine,
for example, inhibits seed sprouting and is water-soluble and anti-fungal. It is leached away if it rains enough, which prime the
bean to sprout when there is much moisture. It is amazing that Homo sapiens isn't poisoned when ingesting a hot-water
extraction of dried, roasted, and pulverized tree seeds...but coffee is delicious. Nice universe we got here.

When you damn something, you are telling one part of the universe it has no business existing. The universe is practically
empty already. Perhaps that is why it is a curse.

A man is sitting too still, and his lips are blue. A small syringe with the needle exposed is in his lap. A passing pedestrian
eventually offers a comment: 'Do you need help?' The man peels off blue plastic from his lips and apologizes for faking the look
of a deathly ill person, in a public street, but he's an actor, paid by a company that wants to hire compassionate people.
Then he paints blue plastic on your lips and gives you the syringe.

Occasionally, a group of humans should endanger itself to rescue a single human. Evolutionarily, this doesn't make sense,
but it speaks well of human character. (Human character is what makes a society worth living in.)

Suppose you will have an incredible run of good luck, starting now. Since you know about this good luck streak in advance,
you can take advantage of it fully. What would you do, and what should you do?

Arrogance is part of human nature. If an ancient human heard a rustling in the jungle, warning other humans took priority
over the worry that the potential tiger might turn out to be a harmless tapir. Natural-born arrogance has served us well in our
long history--a history which is completely unlike the present. I'm happy about the antibiotics but less sure that our natural-born
instincts are as life-enhancing as they once were.
Imagine a baboon troop walking/running to a pile of fruit. Change this to a group of humans approaching a buffet table.
Change to chimpanzee troop rushing to get under trees as a large predatory bird approaches. Change to humans rushing to
get under trees/buildings as a helicopter approaches. Change to a couple of orangutans, the male attempting to seduce a
female. Change to watch a man try his lines on a woman in a bar. Change to silhouette of human head with various monkey
faces peering out from inside it. Change the background from forest to desert to mountains, add storms and fires and big cats.
Think about millions of years.
Now imagine a human face says 'Humans survived as hunter gatherers for hundreds of thousands of years. Ten thousand
years ago, agriculture began to spread throughout humanity. The industrial revolution began five hundred years ago. Good
cars are about a hundred years old. Personal computers have been with us for about a human generation. Humans are still
hunter-gatherers, genetically. Homo sapiens never had a chance to evolve ways to deal with cars and cigarettes and fatty
foods, so these things aren't scary even though these things eventually kill most Western humans. Sometimes human instincts
can compensate for their new lifestyles, sometimes not. Frequently, Western Civ humans resort to drug use (and I include tvhe
plug-in kind of drug) to get out of their heads, for their society does not suit a tribal human.
'Please give me a tinfoil hat, tinfoil hat, tinfoil hat; Please give me a tinfoil hat, because my brain is far from home.'
Hunter-gatherers paid attention to every noise for such attention saved lives. They might not have many possessions, but
had excellent knowledge of the terrain, the local flora and fauna, and were able to predict the weather. Humans evolved to fit
that kind of life, not the Westernized tech life, with so many of us on drugs.

Evolution is a slow process, but cultural change is accelerating. New technology allows humans access to things that the
species has no experience with. A piece of fruit may taste sweet, but pure sugar is sweeter. Perhaps humanity will survive long
enough to evolve new survival traits like resistance to sugary/oily feeding stimulants.

Letter to my golden idol: Imagine me writing a letter to you, enthusiastically gushing like thousands of your fans already
have. Please don't respond to this letter. I would like to believe that you are wildly popular and successful and have no time for
stranger's letters. If you must reply to this, perhaps because you were taught that good manners included answering letters,
your staff could send me a blurry copy of a copy of a generic letter that apologizes for the generic letter but offers thanks for my
letter. That would be ideal, now that I think about it.

A teacher asks a famous person for an autograph. After getting it, the teacher states "This paper with the autograph is now a
horrible thing, as certain people who know of it will also want one." The teacher burns the paper and puts the ashes in a little
jar. "Now, even though it still can create desire, all who wish for a pinch of your burned autograph could have some of these
useless ashes. But you would not like to create desire for useless things, would you?'" The teacher then flings the ashes into
the wind. "This is better. Nobody has anything that they didn't already have, but we are all a little richer."
Then the famous person asked for possession of the little jar.

If there is no such thing as free will, then a person cannot be blamed when they allow themselves to get into a situation
where they do something 'bad.' Yet most people feel embarrassment/shame if they perform 'bad' behaviors, sometimes even if
they manage to escape detection.

What human activities are most likely to be truly generative acts; something that only a human could create? A banal
answer is that acting like a human is what humans do best, since this includes such diverse things like philosophy, molecular
biology, and "The Art of War."
No matter what a human does, it will be done in a unique way that can never be repeated exactly.

ADVICE 4 A WARRIOR
Obtain three human sized bags of tough material, and fill one with straw, one with sawdust, and one with clay. Draw crude
evil faces on the bags, close them securely, and beat the 5#!7 out of these bags at least one a day. For some humans,
chopping wood or going to the gym just doesn't cut it. These humans require the excitement of an enemy. Warriors.

One day you might decide that a teaspoon of sugar is the best thing to put in a cup of coffee, and automatically drink it that
way the rest of your life. You'd never taste coffee with cream it it again, because you would 'know' it wasn't as good a coffee
additive as exactly one teaspoon of sugar.
You might never have duplicate experences of things you didn't like. People change, however. Few children like the taste of
beer or mustard, but many adults do. In some years, the apples taste better. There are new apple varieties every year, with the
pace of technological change only increasing. Not only are computers getting better... even the cannabis that my grandfather
had is much less potent than today's.
You might decide to avoid living your life in an automatic fashion and try to pay attention to everything. I fail utterly when I try
this, but it grows easier with time. Even harder is finding the answers to questions like: Where did this food come from and how
was it grown? Did my clothing get made with pesticide-laden cotton and slave labor? Was the land made barren when the
wood used in my newspapers and furnishings was harvested? Perhaps this is what Socrates thought when he warned that an
unexamined life was not worth living.

If you ask a person a question in a public place, the answer you get may not be the same one you might get had you asked
the question privately. Psychologists will tell you that having a human make a public statement makes it more likely that future
actions will match the human's words. For example, asking 'Will you call me if you have to cancel this appointment?' is much
more effective than merely telling a person to call in the event of a cancellation.

Music composed hundreds of years ago is played today on instruments that were unknown at the time. Partly this is
because the composer does only some of the work when the music is written down--making dry marks on paper, until a brain
and a body translate them into musical notes.
Without another brain involved, this is merely a strange pattern of marks on a computer screen. Without a reader, writing
isn't. The reader is just as important as the writer, as is the musician to the composer, the congregation to the preacher, and
the up to the dn. Always, the reader must expend effort to understand the writer. Even though good writing helps, the
knowledge extracted by a reader is, at best, proportional to the amount of effort expended.

It is far easier to break something than to build something. Is it any surprise that our unintended by-products cause harm
when dumped in the world? I'm not sure I could name all the misplaced things left behind and misdirected energy I've created.
Car exhaust, filthy water down the drain, and bags of trash are obvious. But what about innocently buying a burger? Any
biologist will tell you that meat is an inefficient way to get calories, meaning that ten people could eat the grain that the cow ate
and turned into one person's burger. Even if the cow ate grass, certain chemicals and radio-nucleotides accumulate in plant
and animal bodies, of which DDT is a famous example. Whatever concentrations of bio-accumulating chemicals are in the local
plants, the plant-eaters retain and accumulate in their bodies. In this way, chemicals are concentrated in the big fish that eat
the little fish that ate the plants. This is what happens if an eagle eats a salmon that had eaten a thousand smaller fish that had
eaten plants.

Since I cannot define exactly what suffering is, I must not be competent to discuss it, even if I feel it should be minimized.
Smarter people than I will think of other ways humans affect their planet. Hopefully they will write books so I can talk with them,
even if the conversation is one-sided. I think I need their help, because I'd like to live in a way that I can be proud of. I'm not
sure why. The sun will cook our once-fair planet in a few billion years no matter how I live. The only coin I can be paid with for a
virtuous lifestyle is admiration, or perhaps emulation. Still, I try to minimize whatever damage I catch myself doing, work to
minimize suffering in other beings, and try to be compassionate whenever possible. Somehow it makes my inevitable future
easier to bear. (Secretly, I believe that no harm can come to a virtuous and good person no matter what may happen. I am
foolish that way.)

At that moment, I was a human so wrapped up in solving some problem that I don't notice the Buddha was doing all the
work. When my viewpoint changed a little, the Buddha vanished, and I noticed that. Only later did I realize that a different
Buddha had taken the first one's place--and I missed that one, too.

We are all animals with instincts inside a human veneer. Try the following: swallow a tiny bit of air. No problem, right? But
can you spit into a glass, then drink it?

The worst toxin I know of is botulinum toxin; one milligram should kill a man. Tetanus and diphtheria are nearly as bad, and
all three are natural products. So a thousandth of a gram of a natural substance can be deadly. An amount equal to half the
weight of an American dime, one single gram, could kill a thousand people.
LSD can have effects when as little as ten micrograms are given to a man, and even though the drug is undetectable in the
brain after fifteen or twenty minutes, the effects can last hours. A gram's weight of LSD could affect one hundred thousand
people.
Both body and brain are meta-stable.

Imagine that God once decided to play the part of an electron, from its earliest beginning to the end of the universe. God
would (of course) play the role so well that we could never tell which electron was really God pretending to be an electron. Now
suppose that God decides to play two such electrons, even though they exist simultaneously, at the same time. Or perhaps
God might decide to play the parts of *all* the electrons, and since this is God doing the playing, add all the protons and
neutrons that make up atoms too. Throw in the quarks that make up the protons and neutrons, all the photons, and every other
subatomic particle you can think of. Now what happens? Some of these little bits add up to atoms. Atoms have properties that
don't exist unless the protons and neutrons stick together, so God might simultaneously play the role of countless atoms, in
addition to the roles of the electrons. But atoms also interact, forming molecules. Molecules have their own lives as long as they
stick together, parts of which you cannot predict just by knowing the properties of atoms, so God might play those roles as well.
Add the roles of amoebas, and interstellar dust clouds which give birth to stars, and to the planets thus created and illuminated,
and and and!
Now, every time I ponder the wavelike results of individual electrons sent through a close pair of narrow slits, I wonder if God
can resist winking at God-self, from one layer to another. Sometimes I wink back and laugh.

Someday, you will have to give back all that you have been given. You were born with nothing, and will take nothing with you.
The only way for your gifts to survive is if you give them away before you die.

Over there.
What is it?
There. I'm pointing at it.
I don't see it.
It's not a real thing, but it's right there.
That thing? What is that?
That's a shadow of the monkeymind. But over here...
I see nothing.
Yes. From this place, it is that way. From over here, it is that way.
That thing?
No, that is the incomplete meanings of words. It is also caused by words you don't have and the meanings that you don't know.
This barrier is the limitations of words. But past all that... can you see it?
No.
There's nothing there, but you have a reified name for it.
Over there? Nothing.
Yes. The Nothing. It is there--always there, somewhere, even inside atoms, everywhere and nowhere. It's not there, yet it is.
Without nothing, we wouldn't BE.
But without the ashes of long-dead stars, we couldn't be. Without water freezing from the top down, without colorless air (not
a shade of brown), without stars and planets spinning round... what's so important about the nothing?
It's so easy to not care that it's not there. But once, I was in a universe that had no nothing. I could not move enough to think,
so I remember nothing.
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i think knot

This tiny bit of the universe that I call myself wishes to thank the entire rest of the universe for everything. Thanks for the
unusual property of ice, floating on water rather than sinking, so nearly all of Earth's oceans don't freeze in huge lumps at the
poles. Thanks for the saponified lipids that will spontaneously form cell-sized membranes so that our cells can exist without
having to spend much energy on their skins. I will not forget that ancient stellar ashes forged in the death throes of mighty suns
are part of me, and I live because a newer sun is strewing energy around 'wastefully.' I am awed and grateful... when I think of
it.
Because of the universe, some dust specks on dust specks have a sort of self-awareness and can 'learn' and remember.
May the wonder of understanding never fade, and may knowledge and imagination combine to guide some fragments of
fragments. May we find worthy dreams to guide our actions. May we find the wisdom of laughing into the abyss.

The second law of thermodynamics is simple. Temperatures even out. Everything winds up at one temperature eventually.
This scares some wise people. They know that the Earth is surrounded by cold dark vacuum, and everything will someday be
exactly that cold. They know that all life is dependent upon an energy flow to exploit. Without a sun, this planet would be that
cold, with only the decay of the planet's store of radioactive ashes from dead stars providing a small amount of heat. Our sun
will someday go out in its own fashion, leaving behind an expanding cloud of debris surrounding a small dense ball of solar
ashes that will cool in time.
Before the universe dies, there is an unimaginable amount of time. Before the sun dies, we have a few billion years. Before I
die, not so long. Can I stare into that abyss and smile and laugh?

The universe is still ringing from its cataclysmic beginning. The energy left over from that still heats every bit of the
observable universe to about 2.7 Kelvin, just a touch above absolute zero. If you were exposed to an unobstructed view of
infinity, that's how cold you'd get.
Let's apply this to what we know about ghosts. The cosmic background radiation must be something ghosts would have to
struggle with, as 2.7 degrees above absolute zero is as cold as it gets [outside of a black hole or a human laboratory].
Everyone knows ghosts are cold, and that ghosts can weigh nothing. The ubiquitous faint roar from a primordial explosion that
happened billions of years ago ought to be enough to move them. Are ghosts in danger of falling off the planet as it moves
through space? Is there a strange ghost foam left behind the earth?

In the two or three billion seconds the average Westernized human lives, there will be many thoughts. Some of these will be
brilliant, even in the dumbest people. (At least I hope so.)
If these humans would write down their best thoughts, in a very short time a very large book filled with brilliant thoughts
would be available for me to read. But since only I know what I consider brilliant, I need to make the decisions of what goes into
the book. I try to read and listen to others to collect their wisdom, and occasionally add a thought or two myself. Since there is
only one of me, this book is much thinner and much delayed. Are you collecting what you consider the best thoughts of
humanity? Do you look for wisdom everywhere you go? It is certainly worth it, even if only a few lines make it into your (our)
notebook.
Cheap thrills are much easier to find.

Tales of the ancient cynics
The first cynic, Antisthenes, felt that if you were a good person that nothing else mattered at all. He also felt that if an activity
was neither good nor bad and not forbidden by the gods, it could be engaged in (or not) without penalty. Some of his followers
took to living naked, and/or giving away most of what they owned, and/or sleeping in the streets. A famous follower of his,
named Diogenes, was nicknamed "dog" due to habits like this, and the Greek word for dog mutated to the word 'cynic' over the
centuries. Do you think people like that would be in an institution today? Would Jesus be in an asylum? (He was crucified.)
Would Mohandas Gandhi be killed? (Gandhi spent much of his time in jail before he was assassinated.) If you think that it could
happen to these wise people, perhaps we should change how we live. I'd hate to miss meeting Diogenes because he was
institutionally drugged to dumbness or sequestered in jail rather than teaching.
Many cynics attempted to become morality teachers, since they felt that there were few places in their culture to learn
morals. I think we need a few of these early cynics around now, as the only place we learn ethics and morals are from family
and secondarily from religion. Why are Westerners so reluctant to discuss morals? (That is a rhetorical question that I feel any
partly-educated person should be able to answer instantly. If you cannot, please do not feel insulted. We are born ignorant, but
do not have to stay that way. Especially if you are a god and/or a goddess.)

If a group of humans each have a disorder, (such as lower back pain) some of them will get better if given a placebo. The
healing is real. Suppose a new drug could increase the suggestibility of a patient... make them as gullible and naive as if they
were born yesterday. Could this drug increase this placebo effect?

Never underestimate the power of sustained mental effort. Most problems can be solved if you can get an intelligent human
to do the research and think about it for a long period of time. It is much better to sift through a thousand ideas rather than a
few, and educated brains have many ideas and are pretty good sieving out the good ones.

A vaguely analogue computer has written all of humanity's best books, had all the best ideas, and thought the best thoughts
humans are capable of. It only weighs a few pounds and takes up less than one and a half liters.
This thing can also be seduced to do much evil. It can sacrifice many humans for personal gain. It also needs a balky bulky
organic life support system, called a body. Shock the monkey.

If you want to be more complicated than an amoeba, you have to be more than one cell. The price is death. Individual
amoebas always get killed, but when an amoeba divides each copy is pretty close to a perfect copy. Even a DNA mutation is
not really a death for amoebas, as the mutants are not totally new.

One consequence of complexity is that it is much easier to cause damage than to fix anything. When the unknown
consequences of past and present actions come to light, the news will likely be bad. (We usually already know about the good
stuff!) Some people try to discover or foresee these unknowns and minimize the damage. I hope these people are admired.

Evolution is only a theory. So is germ theory and atomic theory. These 'theories' provide an intellectual framework that
*works* for they describe the universe in a useful way. Sometimes a theory is a model that describes how unseen and
unknowable forces behave. Atoms are too tiny to ever observe directly, even if it is possible to make an atom cast a fuzzy
shadow with an electron beam. Evolution is almost always too slow to observe, even if some scientists think some humans
have seen the first halting steps in the creation of new species. Very pure silicon can be made to conduct electricity by melting
and contaminating it with an invisible pinch of a pure dust.
And so it goes. People have always argued exactly how these things we can't directly observe have these effects. The
effects are real and happen in a way any properly equipped scientist can control--at least a little. The prize of science is
understanding that leads to prediction and possible control of future effects; even if caused by what is unobservable. But some
$cientists thinking that collecting currency is the best prize.
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Everyone needs a fair and just human society. Do not let fear paralyze you and inhibit your actions. A prison full of
paralyzed prisoners needs few guards. Do you live in a prison?
You are not free if you do things distractedly, dozing and daydreaming in intellectual poverty. If you can't recognize corpconditioning programming or propaganda, if you don't care if adverts make and maintain for-profit mental traces in your own
brain, if you don't pay attention to much in real life for it's so boring compared to wiiiiidescreen hot chicks in skinflix, you
surrender to reality tee \/ee defined by make-money-or-die corp fictions whose limited-liability shareholders are not you.

"The temperance movement is well on its way to giving to world a new species of hypocrisy. Surely, we have enough
already," said Ludwig Eduard Boltzmann in 1905, more than ten years before Prohibition started and the same year Einstein
published his three miracle papers. He was pretty famous, but now lost in Einstein's considerable shadow.
Famous scientists, especially physicists, seem to have acted like wise comedians. Perhaps people prefer for famous
physicists to act this way, so now we remember quotes and stories that support this view. People famous for any length of time
can accumulate years of well-documented behavior to pick and chose from. Suppose you snipped the first sentence I said each
morning and played them one after the other. I'd look pretty stupid, especially since I'm often too dazed after waking for my first
daily utterances to be sentences. With enough data, it is possible to pick and choose facts that support any position. This is a
powerful weapon for hypocrites.

Statements that correctly use the word 'always' or 'never' tend to be interesting. Some examples: The exact position and
velocity of a particle can never be known simultaneously. It is never possible to have complete and total knowledge, even about
the most tiny and mundane things.

DNA is a computer that does new computations with each new body. Massively parallel, by definition!
If it were possible for computer programs to replicate and mutate without human help, and if it were possible to 'judge' these
programs for utility, allowing the best ones to be the next generation replicated and mutated, after many such generations the
programs could evolve. If the programs could be evaluated quickly, the evolutionary 'progress' might be quite fast.

For some reason many lists of numbers have more members that start with one than any other number. Called Benford's
rule, this can sometimes be used to expose people that lie with faked numbers.
Why would a list of apparently random numbers act like this? Part of the answer is in the way numbers measure growth. If
you put $1 aside every day, for the first ten days the number of paper rectangles you have collected will not follow Benford's
rule. But on the eleventh day Benford will rule forever.

Mathematicians are often fascinated with prime numbers. If you could prove that any whole number not prime and larger
than one is the product of two primes, you'd probably win a Nobel Prize even though most mathematicians already believe this
to be true.
A number that consists of 317 ones is a prime number. So is (1234567890 plus one). Did the mathematical universe wink at
me?

There should be a NO button on my computer. It would tell the computer to undo whatever it had done last and ignore my
curses.

What do you do, hypothetically, when a large national park discovers its oaks are being replaced by sweetgum trees as the
years go by? Is it as simple as allowing the trees to die if it is caused by something 'natural?' Forests of oak trees die for many
reasons, at least as many as there are trees, each tree probably dying for its own multiplicity of reasons.

Since we live here, we should watch what kind of traces we leave behind. All actions have unpredictable effects, which
multiply. Nobody predicted the first cars would change the way humans had sex!

Sometimes I feel like a puppet on strings. Sometimes I take hope from this, as I would not feel the strings if I wasn't
resisting.

Some people's lives are limited by fear. Nothing in life can be scarier than never having existed, yet all of us have made that
transition. The second greatest fear, the fear of death, is universal. However, the brainless never have to fear death. Is this why
brains have an 'ignore' setting (which many humans seem to have overdeveloped)?

{A cockroach I may find in my trash can isn't as bad as one I might find in my food. Perhaps a half-truth during a sit-com isn't
as bad as a lie during the news, but I'd like all the cockroaches out of my house, please.}

If you define propaganda as a product of the intention to change what people think with the use of half-truths, emotional
appeals, misinformation, outright lies, and other irrational means, then Westerners are exposed to it nearly constantly. All
advertising is propaganda. What about when a news program omits facts because they are 'too complicated' or too boring, or
might affect future advertising revenue? Is this propaganda?
What I know is my most precious possession. My knowledge is unique, as is everyone's. That is what makes propaganda so
evil. If I believe the lies, part of me is lessened. What I know is still unique, but contaminated with lies.
Every thought has a chance of evoking other thoughts, and perhaps changing the behavior of the thinker. I hope my
thoughts are based in reality, as I do not want actions I take to be based on lies and/or ignorance.

Becoming real is a job that is never done. The day I am certain I know who I am is the day part of me dies. Sometimes I
think I could be anyone I wanted, if I worked at it. Who should I be like today?

One day a powerful computer will be able to know precisely where most things of value are and where they have been.
Then, when they are discarded, it might even know where in the landfill the discards end up. Rummaging through the town
dump would be very educational with a computer assistant.

Never eat anything bacteria won't eat.
Dogs are always ready to party.
The world is like a house where no one can take the garbage out.
I'm not as happy as I act, but I can't let a little thing like that stop me.
A person should give away things that she/he really likes. That way friends know what the person likes and they owe him/
her a favor.
If you are truly great at doing something, are you obligated to blow your own horn?
All the good stuff you eat gets less pleasant after you eat it. All the sunshine eventually will be part of the background chill of
the universe. Entropy always wins... yet there is life.

Surely there is more to my life than this. Even if you add sex, drugs, and rock 'n roll, there must be more. Everyone knows
this. Suppose everyone is wrong. Perhaps there is less. Perhaps the only meaning in the universe is what we bring into it. From
randomness we are born, and back into randomness we will go, and all we leave behind is what we thought worth doing.
So do your best work. It is one of the few things that can outlast you.

Some humans find it necessary to bring plants into their homes to compensate for the poor design of their housing. The
houses were built for tailless apes that were used to living on grassland or forest or even caves. However, the homes were
designed to be built as inexpensively as possible yet still be purchased by other humans. The 'free' market merely reveals what
humans will buy, nothing more, nothing less. Humans will buy boxy houses that need frequent maintenance. I'd rather live in a
cave.

Computers have trouble with words, because to define some words you must use other words. The simplest words describe
things. The word for rock refers to real rocks and a computer can learn to call boulders, pebbles, and monoliths rocks, but is
cement a rock? If you take a leg off a chair, is it a stool or is it a broken chair? Is a very old and deformed juniper bush a tree?
The computer software must guess. Sophisticated software tries to decide what was important to previous successes and
failures, but the computer does not know what constitutes success or failure, or good and bad, because words are used to
transmit definitions, and computers are digital beings.

All multi-cellular beings use cells that are mostly the same size. That means that a mouse body has far fewer cells than an
elephant, and a mouse brain is made up of fewer cells than a person's brain. Even so, a mouse brain is better than any
computer for most mousey tasks. It must be possible to build a brain as good as a mouse or a human. Mice and humans
manage to do it.

I don't know what it is to be enlightened, but I know that if you were to survive being thrown out of an airplane with a balky
automatic parachute, dirty pebbles in a garbage dump will look as radiant as gems in a garden for a little while.

You are whomever you act like. The only way people can judge you is by your actions. What you do is all the evidence that
other humans get to judge you with, or what you could be remembered for. If you wish that there should be something to your
life, you'd better act.

Dogs learn to act in ways that get them things they want, just like people. But dogs rarely lie. It is a rare dog that would
suspect a human of faking an injury even though it may fake an injury itself. Perhaps this is because the pack leader doesn't
need to lie, and humans are usually considered such by their dogs. Sometimes a dog can be cured of bad behavior like
jumping on people if the dog thinks it is hurting the people it wants to play with. It helps if the dog's master acts like a pack
leader and instantly 'punishes' dog behavior that hurts other members of the pack. (A dog pack leader would administer a type
of punishment that is threatening and noisy yet not physically damaging.)
Dogs never feel guilt. A dog will act submissively when it thinks its pack leader is angry, but it does not feel guilt. A scolding
for a bit of fake dog poop on the rug will elicit the same submissive behavior as past scolding has for dog-produced poop.
In a pack, any wrongdoing is punished immediately by the offended higher ranked pack members. Not in ten seconds. Not
in five seconds. A delay of one second is bad. Often a simple "HEY!" will work if it conveys your displeasure.

Imagine your life is a painting. As you live, more and more of the empty canvas is filled. You may not get to use all the
available colors, and your brushes might sometimes be less than pleasurable things to use, but you still have an infinite number
of ways to paint the infinite canvas of your life, even if you have to use only a shoelace and blue paint.
All metaphors fail. How can a collection of unfinished paintings create other paintings, called Church, or Congress, or
Corporation, or Chemistry Department?

A comet used to be considered a sign of impending doom. Now many of us think it is a mountain-sized chunk of rocks and
frozen gas traveling in a distant orbit around the Sun, and we think less of those who believe the comet to be a messenger
portending a local disaster. How a person thinks about something is just as important as what that thing might be in reality.

I am not very impressed with once-in-a-lifetime experiences, as everything I do is technically something I can do only
once. But even if I miss seeing something exceedingly rare or getting something extremely valuable, what I do every day is
much more important than any single experience. What is more important that breathing, even if we pay it no attention? What I
choose to eat has more effect on my life than going to see some building thousands of kilometers away. A rational person
would learn much about breathing and food before learning of stock markets and the Taj Mahal.

I am how the Universe ties its metaphorical hands behind its back! Using nothing more than a watery bag of proteins and
minerals, placed randomly on some random planet, the Universe will now attempt to entertain and educate other similar watery
bags! (I am not sure who the Universe is trying to impress in this case. Decisions made regarding the efficacy of education and
entertainment are likely to be ineffable and beyond appeal.)

Suppose every gallon of gasoline cost a life somewhere. You wouldn't use gasoline, hopefully. Now suppose that it is only
a tenth of a life per gallon. Oops, I meant a thousanth of a life per gallon. Maybe a millionth? I do not know. But there is some
unknown cost; in lives, in oil field infrastructure, in generated filth.
Nobody who reads this can wean the world of gasoline. Informed people know gasoline isn't something you want, it is just a
tool. So you do what you can, minimizing, thinking of ways to cut back even further. Perhaps someone thinking on this problem
will come up with good ideas (which should be shared). Brain time is not wasted in attempting to deal with these types of
problems. For one-in-a-million odds are tolerable if there are a million chances to win. (Oil-addicted ape envisions thermitepowered car, film at eleven.)
Gasoline should not be squandered. There is much evil in promoting the use of such a thing by hiding unpleasant truths.
Beings that do so inevitably stunt society, which is the only human thing that, potentially, will never die even if it changes.
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"Look at the nearly furless ape! Isn't it funny?" I say, after some misadventure. "Which one of the nearly seven billion
apes?" I ask myself. "That one," I say, and poke myself in the eye.

The universe seems wasteful to me, in my ignorance. Two billionths of the sun's energy is intercepted by a little blue
planet, and chlorophyll captures a very small percent of the energy that the atmosphere doesn't absorb. I suppose that it is
difficult to 'fight' entropy. Living things are pretty good at fighting entropy. The average link in the food chain loses about 90% of
the energy captured by the link below it, which isn't bad considering the complexity temporarily gained. Efficiency ought to help
an organism leave lots of offspring, so retaining about 10% must be pretty good. The slide to absolute zero is slowed, and a lot
of extra-curricular activity takes place too.

Why do I bother? Because I believe that I can shift bell-shaped curves. It works like this: If I can influence a person/number
of people in a positive way, do it. Why? Suppose that an extra-healthy diet is more likely to produce a superior intellect in a
human being. If, by informing others what constitutes a extra-healthy diet, I can cause some of them to alter their habits. I gain
nothing valuable and often get negative feedback from those who don't like learning that their instincts were hard-wired for
survival in a world yet unsubdued. Ancestral humans lived a frugal life (as does the majority of H. sap today) with many more
unfulfilled desires than lucky us. Cavemen never ate grade-A steak from domesticated bovines somehow bred from the extinct
auroch, so it's not really 'natural' to drool over such steaks, is it?
Now, let us suppose some of these people change their diets and some tell others and some have bright vegan (oops,
extra-healthy) children, shifting the average, moving the bell-shaped curve of human intelligence in a positive way. Is the
human race better off if it consists of slightly smarter talking monkeys? Is every available resource to be consumed just a little
faster, perhaps as war weaponry and the non-rational spending of obscene wealth? Or will some horrid persistent and bioaccumulating toxin do us in first? Or will humans learn to live in ways that can be sustained for a very long time?
I don't know.

I am the undercover monk, probably from some Buddhist sect. I do not wish to cause trouble for any religious order, so I live a
continent away from the temple I haven't been to yet. To avoid embarrassing the staff I have not talked to any of them. I am so
undercover that my name has never been in their files, and wouldn't translate well anyway. My monk-robe is invisible even to
me, and it weighs so little I can't even feel it. Until now I have spoken of it to no6ody.

A nomination for the ultimate heuristic theory: Imagine that you are running around in an abandoned continent with very little
clothing and a sharp stick. What are you going to eat? What will you drink? Where will you live? Brain time devoted to these
questions will reveal how primitive peoples must have lived. Food: I'm not stabbing a bison or auroch (the larger wild ancestor
of the cow) with my spear. I'll try for a rabbit or squirrel...but they are hard to catch. Most days I'd probably be a very hungry
hunter, so agriculture it is...but ag is relatively recent, so ancestrally, I'd have to forage. Hunting and gathering, mostly
gathering. There were some places where hunting was good, but then human numbers would increase until the game was
hunted out, so back to mostly plant foods again. And so on, for generation after generation. And finding food with fats in them
was a problem, and very few got to live to aduldhood, and malnutrition and starvation were always a possibility. What kind of
person would these evolutionary forces make? What kinds of mistakes would this hypothetical person make if placed in a
society with affordable steaks and twenty kinds of chocolate? Even the water has sugar in...and bubbles! And it's chilled for
drinking if the weather is hot!
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Some scientists had created some horrid costly complex contraption designed to completely dominate a human being. (Chains
are much cheaper.) The CEO says nice, but improve it, have some cash and stock options.
The improvements led to the elimination of the invasive surgery, a drug regimen was introduced, then altered again and again,
and eventually the victims needed to be strapped down less and less. More time and money eliminated the physical bondage,
with docile victims buying and consuming the proper drug(s). The scientists then came up with a device that was very easy to
use and made the drugs mostly redundant. The victims would clamor for newer and better devices, with wider screens and
brighter colors and better sound systems.

If you act as if you know everything, you become a dead person walking. If there is nothing left to learn, why bother to live?
Your little corner of the universe becomes too small for an intelligent being to live in, and you will die before your body wears
out. Each day you are dead decreases the chances you will ever live.
What you know is your most precious possession. Your memories are what you are. All you have learned creates the being
that is you. What sane person would put useless trash into the scarce space inside a human brain, no matter how easy such
trash is to obtain? What sane person would watch TV when there are libraries that record the works of some of the wisest
brains that have ever existed? A sit-com may help pass some useless time, but time is useless only when it is not used. All
things will pass, and entropy will always win, but there is no reason to surrender one millisecond early.

You have divine powers. Just because you use them every minute of your life does not make them less than miraculous. By
merely thinking, you can move hands that write or build or touch others. It doesn't matter if you cannot command the whole
universe. What human activity could be more godlike than thinking?
You are a tiny part of a universe that contains wonders and marvels. The sun shines and the rain falls and seeds sprout
again and again, and some of us think that constantly repeating a miracle does not diminish it.

Stars had to die to supply most of the elements found on this rockball called Earth. In the thin, wet layer found on the rockball
surface, countless ancient plants had to release some of the star-created oxygen that had previously reacted with primordial
hydrogen. Hydrogen is as old as the universe, and stars were the way to fuse some of it into other elements, including oxygen.

As the twig is bent, so grows the tree. As the thought is thunk, so the mind is shaped. Just as every twig is part of the tree,
every thought is part of the person. Just as every twig is grown by the tree, every thought is formed by the thinker; yet unlike
the tree, the thinker can choose which thoughts to think and can obtain thoughts from other people. Choosing to think idle
thoughts leads to ignorance; thinking to satisfy the infinite desires of a human body leads to frustration*; and seeking wise
thoughts leads to wisdom.
*or perversion, if the desire-led person is unlucky or rich enough to afford it.

As the twig is bent, so grows the tree, often even if the tree is a metaphor. Today I heard that a polititian (attention whore) is
protesting that there are (a very few) people who learn bad things from violent anime, and he wishes to control this anime
somehow. (Most creators of anime are from far away countries and will be powerless to refute the charge that anime is too
violent.) The MainStreamMedia gave this clown lots of free airtime, as it will offend nobody important to them (primarily their
advertisers). The MSM reaches many millions of people, and many of them know little of anime and may learn that some of it is
violent. Those who watch the MSM and who like violence may now have a desire to watch some violent anime. They may go to
a corporate store that sells anime videos to buy violent anime. Perhaps a corporate drone will label some of the anime as
excessively violent, thereby making it easier to locate if not purchase. The vicious circle grows as long as all the players do their
part. A reprehensible poli-corp-whore makes political hay and nobody important talks about the violent programs and other
flaws of the MSM. The MSM will not mention what will happen when oil is no longer cheap; or whether invading other countries
is justifiable to anyone else other than those who will profit; or who took the trillions of dollars missing from federal budgets.
Operation 'Mockingbird' seems to be needed no longer. Centrifugal bumble-puppy, anyone?
The twigs around here are worse than bent.

KNOW THYSELF. To act wisely in life, one needs to understand as much as possible. You are a hominid that has a big brain
and a culture that efficiently exploits the environment. You evolved from hominids that lived in tribes and accumulated the
knowledge that your culture now possesses. Your body and brain are the product of living in such tribes for countless
generations.
It is said that Buddha asked people to live as if they had no desires. Of course this is to live with a desire to have no desires.
Bodies come with desires for food, water, and many others built in. So what lesson could we learn from this?
I would think that the Buddha, who knew this, also knew these desires vary. Some desires are necessities, without which the
body dies. Some desires, equally rooted in biology, are optional. Some of these desires helped the man-ape live and have
many progeny. The desires 'worked' for the man-ape living in the world of long ago. But technology has increased the power
that one man-ape can control today.
No primitive man-ape ever thought that the tribe had too much food stored in a cave somewhere. In modern times, the
man-ape brain is still largely the same, and sometimes the food spoils. Primitive man-apes did not have access to all the
wonderful machines available now, the knowledge of which was cobbled together through centuries. Nor were the apes able to
exchange a few pieces of paper for enough food to feed an entire tribe. Modern man-apes' instincts are for a world departed.
Evolution cannot provide modern answers for us who live now.
How can we live with these new abilities? The answers are rarely to be found in biology, at least not directly. Evolution is
slow and cultures often change very quickly. Relatively recently, man-apes had the experience of eating purified sugar, or
perhaps H. sapiens might have already instinctively learned that sucrose is empty calories best left on a laboratory shelf.
Ancient man-apes were probably hungry more of the time than a few fortunate modern humans are today, so fortunate
humans have to learn new ways to deal with the new conditions. It is a rare human that would need a few thousand pairs of
shoes, but some humans always want more. This is the man-ape thinking, ruled by desires, but which allowed survival long
ago.

A rodent twitching up leaves is far more interesting than the tree that dropped those leaves; merely because rodents move
like animals. A television is even more interesting, not just because other hominids worked hard to make it so but because
hominids have learned to compulsively watch things that move. The ancient hominids who thought things that moved were
boring probably were eaten by predators. However, evolution has not had enough time to deal with artificial visual stimuli,
sugary and/or high-fat foods, cars, books, and the rest of the trappings of Western Civ. Relying on ancient desires will not likely
give good results with modern ways of living.
Is it surprising that hominids may not make the "right" choices? They may, through ignorance, choose to behave in a fashion
that decreases their evolutionary fitness. These choices are often made to seem logical by those with things to sell.
Yet some of the "right" choices will decrease your evolutionary fitness. It is better not to do business with the Devil no matter
how profitable it is. Is it OK to make the world a dirtier place in order to make your life more convenient? I cannot find a way to
drop out of the society I live in, no matter how insane it seems to me. If the poker game is rigged, I do not wish to play, even if I
will not be cheated too much. There is no honor in such a game. In my opinion, too much of Western Civ is run as such a
rigged poker game where the big players cheat constantly. Since I must play to live here, I will bet as little as I can and take
frequent breaks.

Is nothing impermanent? In other words, is what's in the box that has nothing in it always going to be 'empty,' no matter how
long I wait? Are there ways of looking at the universe that give the impression that everything is everywhere? Why am I so sure
of what the answer is?

If I could keep track of every atom in your body, I would tell you that your exhalations weigh more than your inhalations
because some carbon atoms that were once part of you are now combined with oxygen and exhaled. This is not too surprising,
and more carbon-containing compounds can be eaten with the next meal. But the same thing is true with all the atoms in your
body. I could point out atoms that were once part of every organ in your body, including your brain, if you and I were willing to
examine all that you excrete. These atoms are not be as numerous as the carbon atoms in your breath, but this turnover
occurs at various speeds for your entire body. How many atoms in your body must be exchanged before you are a new
person?
So what are you, besides a clever ape? Are you some kind of pattern in matter, like a wave in the ocean? Are you a kind of
angel or devil or mix of the two? Perhaps you recognize that these stories are exactly that, just stories that contain a grain of
truth to explain the unfathomable. Are you a story that you tell yourself as you go through life? Or is that yet another story?
Humans are very good at telling each other stories. Humans understand the world with stories. I remember that the element
fluorine 'likes' electrons more than any other element, so a fluorine atom is very very reactive. I tell myself not to watch TV
because my life will become as flat and imaginary and boring as a flickering blue screen. I will not eat some foods because I tell
myself that, while I will enjoy these things if I consume them, they will not be good for the body that I hope to use for a while
longer. I pretend that minimizing my contacts with an odious and insane corporate nightmare makes a difference to my mental
health, but it's just a story.

Conform, consumer!
The default state for a human mind in a corporatocracy is 'air-head.' Uninformed consumers make the best short-term
customers, and corps are notorious for short-term thinking. It takes much hard work to educate yourself, and the corpo-cracy
provides endless entertaining diversions, all crafted to be as 'good' as possible, as compelling as time and money and labor
limitations permit. It seems innocent enough, but what if they succeed... or have they succeeded already? Do you really want
entertainment that is as compelling and addicting as possible? 7-vision penetration of 99% plus in mega-clusters of human
doomiciles.
Suppose someone found a chemical that, when added to food, would make the average human buy and eat more than
normal. Would any corp hesitate to use such a chemical, assuming no regulatory or other barriers are in place culturally? If it
did harm to the humans, such as cause tooth decay, or just made them fat, would that matter to a business model that
advertised cancer sticks? And no corp would voluntarily put warnings on its products, stating things like 'this product contains
significant amounts of a chemical that excessively stimulates the feeding behavior of most mammals, including humans.' Sugar,
anyone? Hello, High Fructose Corn Sugar! Dehydrated cane juice? Concentrated de-ionized grape juice? Hooked on Nicotine?
Television? Money? What's your reason(s) for participating? In what ways are you paid?

"Imagine that you found a rustic-looking arrow. A vine is wrapped round a stone arrowhead holding it to a de-barked stick.
There is a sticky substance holding the feather fletches onto the stick, and more holding the vine in position. No doubt you
could build a better one, especially if you could spend a few bucks first. But if you had to make an arrowhead, you'd need to
learn flint-napping. You'd need to know where straight-branched trees grew, and which vines would work when wrapped
around an arrowhead, and how to find, modify, and attach straight leaves or feathers for the fletches. Your first arrow might
take a very long time to make.

Imagine that you just met someone who seems very smart. For some reason this smart person is interested enough to
provide advice that is good enough to solve all your solvable problems. What kind of questions would you ask? How long would
you talk to this person?
What if you had already met this person, and didn't know it? Perhaps there are thousands of such people that have been in
your life previously. It is difficult to recognize wisdom, especially exotic or advanced. How would you recognize such a smart
person in real life--how opaque is your arrogance? Could you recognize the Messiah if he/she/it did not use godlike powers?

Thought experiment: We have a knob that turns, and also makes a big clicking sound. With each click, we'll go back 2000
years, or about a hundred generations, and see how our ancestors lived.

One click, and most of the millions of humans are farmers, even though there were sizable cities. Two clicks, and most are
hunter gathers, even though farmers are gaining fast. Two or three more clicks, and farming is a newish invention, but the
natives have been busy banging the rocks together. After fifty clicks, you see the beginnings of Homo sapiens, more or less.
But what you see isn't much different than some of the hairier hominids seen on Earth's beaches during warm weather. And,
since going back another 2000 years makes no perceptible changes in Homo sapiens, so we'd be correct to argue that defining
a new species is arbitrary. So turn the knob for 5000 clicks, for a cool million years, and arbitrarily decide that's when H. sap
becomes human. (Or maybe we would twist the knob in the opposite direction, looking for the future, real humans, not the
apelike things we got now!)
All our ancestors somehow survived long enough to leave offspring through the forty plus clicks of hunter-gatherer tech. I
don't know what's next. Will Homo detritophilius or bacterial stromatolites be Earth's most complex life form in the future? Yet I
do know that evolution is working on us, right now, with an intensity just as strong as ever. Evolution is a slow ponderous
process and can be extraordinarily cruel to individuals, especially when conditions change rapidly. We're learning to live with
over-stimulation, with wide-screen televisions and surplus food potentiated with chemicals 'created' by humans that are more
potent feeding stimulants than any ancestral human had ever experienced. There are huge numbers of human-manufactured
and novel chemicals that the planetary biosphere has never experienced before, some with very strong affinities for the
chemicals that make up living bodies, and these are not excreted, and thus build (bio-accumulate) to high concentrations in
predators. Present humans travel faster and farther than ever before, bringing hitchhikers both internally and externally.
I know that destroying things is far easier than building them. I know of the Law of Unintended Consequences, and that of
Receding Horizons, and that Entropy Never Sleeps. I have read Diamond, Carson, Postman, Hardin and many others, and
have reached the following conclusion: As long as the sun is shining there will be life above, on, and in this planet, but not
necessarily human or even multicellular. Despite its potential, humanity can still win a Darwin award, and every unsustainable
civilization must someday change or die. But there is still a little hope. I have learned that enjoyment can be found in the most
unlikely places. I want to be a detritophile, and have fun with the rubbish!

Suppose you told yourself an absolutely true story--that every drop of fuel you save will eventually be burned by someone
else. It also states that you are a very small part of a very large economy, and your personal actions will never measurably
change things in the long term. Everyone else is buying and burning as much as they 'need.' So why not have a gas-hog car or
a huge useless boat?
Suppose you told yourself an absolutely true story--that conserving fuel likely gives humanity an immeasurably tiny fraction
of a second longer to deal with Peak Oil and Peak People. The story states that conserving in a time of public scarcity is a good
and honorable thing to do, even if deciding what is good and honorable is often difficult.
Perhaps your story also states that other people are basically decent humans. Perhaps your story states that you are really
only responsible for your own actions, and accountable to no one but yourself, but you will be a decent human being.
So write your own story. It should be true, as all good stories contain truths. It should be easy to write, as it is your life, the
subject you know best. What are you going to say about you, the main character?
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Beyond this point is a rubbish pile. I enjoy digging thru trash like this, and wish to encourage yet more rubbish on the internets.
Or maybe not. Detritophobe or detritophile, your choice...

I can spot the errors in other people's writing, but not my own. That's why there is a Creative Commons.
Are you breathing clean air? Do you have enough food and clean water to drink for the next several days, and are you
warm or cool enough? Have you made reasonable preparations for a probable future time?
If these are true, you have everything a reasonable hominid needs. Now what? Your biology says find more things to want,
as the hominid who 'stands still' will leave fewer offspring on average. Get more, always, because you might be wrong about
how much is enough, and being greedy and grabby might mean survival in case of very tough times in an uncertain future.
Ancestral brains never had the storymeme of a large but finite petri dish of a planet.
How do we act? Most of us will go with biological desires. A primate is a finite thing and makes errors, even errors in its basic
programming, part of which are the stories and myths that define how it relates to the universe. Is the universe an external
thing to be blugeoned into submission or an infinite complex dance of matter from which eyes and ears and brains suddenly
sprang? Bodies are hardwired to do things which have gotten them out of trouble long enough to leave offspring, and this
hardwiring has been tested over many many generations. Is your brain is smarter than your instincts?
During a coughing spell, I realized the reflex controlling my coughing could kill me. I could cough to death. What if some
damage caused it to try to kill me? Could I learn the secrets of overriding bits of my biology?
If it is deemed a good thing to brush your teeth, is it still a good thing if there has been a serious car accident nearby and
nobody has arrived to help yet? If nobody is hurt, is it still a good thing to finish brushing your teeth before going outside to
help?
A life of moderation is good because it may allow you to have more free time. An easily satisfied tailless ape requires few
resources, and there are more than seven BILLION tailless apes. The best reason is that a minimalist lifestyle can be easily
maintained. Become one of the few tailless apes to ever think that they have enough. Free your time! Free yourself! Create!
Life is a verb, not a noun. Whatever is making copies of itself is alive, no matter what weird environment it requires. On
earth, we often assume that everything alive has a common ancestor three or four billion years ago, so computer programs
don't look alive. I think an alien might think of software as a symbiotic parasite upon hardware organisms which in turn were
symbiotic parasites upon the watery protein beings.
This bowl of tapioca represents my brain. This laptop represents a brain, too. I'll add chocolate chips to the tapioca to
represent the electricity a computer and a brain use. This is a good thing, because plain tapioca is boring.
Whenever I see someone flip open a cell phone and ask to learn how to fly a helicopter, I think of a series of video images
and prerecorded sounds called a movie that I saw once. I would rather think of the great ideas and the charming stories about
Socrates whenever he is mentioned. It is probably a better use for my brain. I don't really know what 'better' means in the
previous sentence, so I'm not a reliable font of knowledge.
Only the insensate part of a person goes on after death.
Once you have seen the beautiful red color that lithium chloride makes when a small amount is put in a fire, you will always
remember it. Besides knowing that it could color a fire, you also might recognize the color if you burned a piece of an asteroid
with lithium in it. Not that you'd ever make a big strike prospecting for lithium on asteroids, but you never know.
A robot is the only thing I know of that might one day look out on the hard vacuum and extreme cold of outer space and
think 'home!'
The person driving in front of you might just be a tailless ape whose offspring have been killed recently, or a native who is
about to undergo a strange ceremony called a marriage, or been through chemotherapy. Perhaps that is why there are so
many bad drivers.
The only way to get a human to voluntarily stop doing what it finds pleasurable is to engage the mind. The human must
understand that some behavior will always feel like a good thing, like eating sugar out of a sugar bowl. Without knowledge that
eating sugar like that is not a healthy activity, there must be rules, lies, and/or no sugar bowl on the table to minimize the harm
done to the human.
Nearly everyone is blessed with sensory organs and is familiar enough with the universe to know about bits of it, like some
creepy-crawlies live under rocks. In my opinion, that is a form of enlightenment. In my opinion, everyone is enlightened, but
some more so than others.
You are the result of all your ancestors. Every one of your ancestors survived to reproduce. Your essence has been in
body after body, on your way to being you.
If a very famous human performed some heroic deed, or succession of deeds, or just sang like Elvis, it is possible that
some would call this person a/the messiah. This person would be a false messiah by definition. If this famous person manages

to remain human, and others emulate the best parts of the famous person, then has the messiah come? And, if he/she
remains human, then other humans can do what she/he does, then what do we need a messiah for?
It is NOT: [forgetting what you never knew and learning what you already know The art of attempting to stand upon
nothing That you are the sum total of acted-upon thoughts doing all you can all the time] but it is close.
Does a computer have a Buddha nature? (What other kind of nature could it have?)
The sun spews it's energy out into space, and the planet called Earth intercepts about two billionth's worth. Is the rest of the
energy wasted upon the unthinking void?
it used to be a lie but now it is just an exaggeration.
(I. Q. scores are overcomplex ways of reifying test-taking ability)
Why would anyone print 'keep away from children' on anything? Wouldn't it be better to print "keep plastic bags away from
children" or "dangerous to children" rather than advice to isolate yourself from humanity's future?

A baker loses some coins one day and tells the villagers that he will give a loaf of bread for each coin that is returned to him. A
rain of thin curved coins tumble from the sky, and many think these coins are the ones the baker has lost. These new coins are
worth far more than the ones I lost, says the baker. I will give you a loaf for these coins, but one day soon you will regret the
trade. Yet some people made the trade.
So it came to pass. To some, who felt that the baker had done what a man should do and could keep the coins guilt-free, the
baker would return the strange coins. For the others, who complained...
"So, young master, in such a story, what would you have done?"
"Research. Is there any more to the story?"
"Nothing important."
"Then I would have given all my coins to the baker, and asked to work for food."
"Why, young master?"
"Because an ignorant fool in your fantasy land needs help, and it seems he could trust the baker! The baker is honorable. The
baker is also the center of the story."
"Like in your life. Aren't you the center?"
"The center of the biggest story I've ever known."
"Don't you think such an important place needs a shrine?"
"Too heavy. Besides, it's got me in it, and I've nowhere else to go."

